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Anders+Kern expand their audio range welcoming 

TOA products to their portfolio 

 
Anders+Kern have joined with TOA Corporation (UK) Ltd to enhance their portfolio 

of audio products and to distribute TOA’s huge range of sound solutions.  As a 

leading global manufacturer of audio equipment, TOA are able to provide extensive 

ranges of speakers, microphones and amplifiers to Anders+Kern to offer commercial 

audio for projects from transport hubs to retail units and venues to stadiums. The 

initial focus will be on the new A-3200, A-3500 and A-3600 Series of amplifiers and 

the ever-expanding IP-A1 Series that allows audio to integrate with VMS and SIP-

based systems. 

On the new partnership, Dan Clarke, A+K Sales Manager commented  

“A+K is excited to announce we are now distribution partners for TOA Corporation, 

expanding our ability to provide exceptional audio solutions for commercial projects. 

TOA's industry-leading amplifiers and IP solutions perfectly complement A+Ks ever-

growing portfolio, allowing us to offer a truly comprehensive audio experience to our 

customers."  

He went on to say "We're particularly committed to supporting the AV/IT reseller 

channel with the TOA range, ensuring they have access to the best equipment and 

technical expertise to deliver successful audio projects”. 

Ian Bridgewater, Managing Director of TOA Corporation (UK) Ltd commented 

“We are pleased to be expanding our client base and adding Anders+Kern to our 

partners. We are confident that our products will expand their existing product 

portfolio and we look forward to developing this partnership in the future.” 
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About Anders+Kern 

Anders+Kern is a leading UK distributor of AV and workspace technology, dedicated 

to empowering organisations with smarter spaces and connected experiences. They 

deliver a comprehensive range of innovative technologies, from cutting-edge AV 

solutions to IoT tools, workspace software, room and desk booking panels, and 

occupancy sensors, all through a network of trusted channel partners and resellers. 

With a commitment to excellence and customer success, Anders+Kern helps 

businesses of all sizes optimise their workspaces, enhance communication and 

collaboration, and embrace the future of work. 

About TOA 

TOA Corporation first invented the megaphone over 80 years ago and is now a 

leading global innovator and manufacturer of cutting-edge commercial audio and 

security equipment, providing voice evacuation and professional acoustic solutions 

in over 120 countries. Founded 1934 in Kobe, Japan, TOA benefits from many 

years’ experience in research, development and international sales and marketing in 

the field of public address and audio systems. Our longstanding know-how 

guarantees quality and the upmost peace of mind when buying and installing TOA 

products. We pride ourselves that our knowledge in each of our six business fields 

Voice Alarm, Intercom, ProSound, Distribution, Wireless and Conference Systems 

creates acoustic sound fields for millions of people to make lives safer, 

communication easier and audio entertainment more pleasurable. 

 


